universkin H
TM

A supercharged hyaluronic shot
universkin™, the founder of functional
dermatology and revolutionary universkin™ P serum, reinvents topical hyaluronic
acid with universkin™ H - a hydrating shot
active that can be used alone or integrated into your preferred daily routine
to boost your skin hydration and firmness.
A unique combination of hyaluronic acid,
organic silica + L-rhamnose, and a biomimetic peptide in a minimalist formula, universkin™ H amplifies skin hydration
and firmness on three levels.

REPLENISH
The serum brings you an additional 1.4% hyaluronic acid* in two molecular weights at their optimized form. The high molecular weight acts
on the surface enhance the skin barrier while the low molecular weight
penetrates the surface of your skin and acts in-depth for hydration
and repairment of the dermis. universkin™ H offers one of the highest
concentrations of topical hyaluronic acid (especially the low molecular
weight) in the market and gives your skin the ultimate hydration boost.

REGENERATE
An exclusive 10% organic silica + L-rhamnose that will work in the dermo-epidermal junction to boost the synthesis of firmness proteins (collagen, elastin). The organic silica (Silanetriol), an essential compound in
the skin that interacts with the firmness proteins, restructures the skin
and normalized its metabolism. The L-rhamnose (natural sugar) helps
to improve the dermal-epidermal junction structure. The result, a total
improvement in skin firmness and toning.

PRESERVE
Last but not least, universkin™ H not only helps boost and regenerate
the skin hydration and firmness but also helps your skin to preserve all
these important elements against the degradation. Thanks to one specific biomimetic peptide, Trifluoro Acetyl Tripeptide 2, universkin™ H can
efficiently protect against the degradation of the effective proteins and
create a longer-lasting result.

*Hyaluronic acid is a powerful natural moisturizer that helps improving skin texture

and provides long-lasting hydration. In the skin, it is found mostly in the dermis, where
it is synthesized by fibroblast cells. The internal production of HA begins to slow down
at 25 and the phenomenon accelerates towards the age of 40. This leads to a deficit
of hyaluronic acid and the installation of signs of aging.

universkin™ H is designed to be the ultimate booster for all skin types and
all methods of application. It can be
used alone as hydration and firmness
boosting serum or be applied with
other skincare products to enhance
the hydration and firming effect.

Here are some of the tips and tricks universkin™ suggests:
Face Mask: Mix two pumps of nexultra™ O with 4 drops of universkin™ H in the palm. Apply
as a mask on the clean face and leave it for 15 to 20 mins. To remove the mask, spray some
thermal water on the face. Delicately massage your face with fingertips and remove the
residue with tissue paper.
Ultra-hydrating treating serum: apply universkin™ H before your personalized universkin™
P serum while your skin is dehydrated. The universkin™ H will hydrate the skin to better
absorb the bespoke universkin™ P serum.
Directions of use:
Any skin types. Face, eye contour, lips. Apply every day 2 to 3 drops on the face, the eye,
and lips contours, the neck, and the cleavage.
To be applied after universkin™ P serum and before your moisturizing cream.

